
IMF apology "of sorts" concerning Greece


In response to the IMF report in 2013 reviewing and acknowledging various faults 

with its work on the 2010 loan to Greece here, the IMF Executive Board 

underplayed the problems, and subsequent comments by two of the most senior staff 

concerned with IMF work on Greece then effectively withdrew the reported 

substantive apology.


First, the IMF Board's official comment issued on June 5, 2013 on the report's 

finding of errors was:


 "Directors... noted the finding that the SBA-supported program had made 

 overly optimistic assumptions, including about growth, although some 

 considered that to be the case only with the benefit of hindsight." 


The description of the growth projections as "overly optimistic" has to be seen in the 

context of the size of those errors, namely over-projection in the original program in 

2010 of Greek GDP in 2014 by almost 25 percent as shown in the figure below.


It is highly unlikely that the IMF has ever made such large projection errors over a 4 

year horizon for nominal GDP in a fixed exchange rate context for any other 

country at any other time.


By comparison, in a U.S. context, this is an error equivalent in a 4 year projection to 

overlooking that the combined output of New York State, California, and Florida 

collapse (for economic reasons) to zero. It would be most remarkable were U.S. 

forecasters to describe errors like that as being the result of "overly overoptimistic" 

projections.


And those IMF Executive Directors for whom errors on this scale were only 

apparent "in hindsight" thereby reject the suggestion of avoidable error in the Greek 

case. But if they regard errors on that scale concerning such an elementary indicator 

as nominal GDP as not evident in advance, one is forced to wonder about the 
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https://www.imf.org/external/np/sec/pn/2013/pn1364.htm


reliability of their judgements on all other projections and programs that IMF staff 

submit for their review, assessment, and approval.


Second, the senior IMF mission chief responsible throughout (and still in post and 

elevated to acting Director for the European Department) for Greece, Mr Poul 

Thomsen is reported to have said:


"The IMF would do it again if it faced with the same information".  This is reported 

in the Financial Times of June 9th 2013 in the penultimate paragraph.
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The same comment by Poul Thomsen is also reported by a verbatim record 

(including all grammatical errors as recorded) of a conference call on June 5, 2013, 

concerning the then current program status and the accompanying report assessing 

the overall IMF work on Greece:


 Questioner: " .... You say you would have still helped Greece; you might 

 have just have slightly different assumptions."


 Poul Thomsen: " .... But it's also fair to say that if we had the same lack of 

 information ... So, I don't know. What I'm saying is that it's not clear we 

 will not take the same situation again, under the same circumstances."


This exchange may be found towards the middle of the transcript which may be  

found here.


Third, Mmme Lagarde, IMF Managing Director said on June 13 2013 of the same 

report reviewing IMF work on the whole Greek program: 


 "In the case of Greece ... if we were in yesterday’s situation where  

 the Eurozone did not have a firewall, I think we would probably have had 

 to recommend the same thing because having recommended something 

 different might have exposed the whole Eurozone.”


This report may be found in the first paragraph here.


Fourth, a key claim in the staff report reviewing the IMF work on Greece—that in 

the context of program preparations the IMF had called for early debt restructuring 

in Greece and had been overruled by the Europeans—was strongly denied by two 

top European officials.  


Oli Rehn, EU Economic and Monetary Affairs Commissioner, noted in particular 

here that neither Mr. Strauss-Kahn nor Mme. Lagarde had done so. 
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His denial was echoed by Jean Claude Trichet, at that point ex-head of the 

European Central Bank, as reported here.


In neither case did the IMF confirm the claim in its staff report in the face of these 

two express denials.


But even if at that time the IMF had called at some official level to some European 

counterparts for early Greek debt restructuring, that, far from exculpating the Fund, 

would do the reverse.  That is because any attempt at early restructuring in the 

context at the time (notably, no OMT) would likely have caused the Euro to 

collapse. Such calls therefore, made at any official level, would confirm not that the 

Fund properly understood the issues (and was overruled by Europeans) but that it 

had failed to understand them utterly.


In summary, in all these ways, the so-called apologies were at best qualified, if not 

completely withdrawn, and a major self defense of the IMF, regarding early calls for 

Greek debt restructuring, was both denied without reply and, if true, confirms how 

little the Fund understood.
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